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Salaam to all brothers/sisters,
here we shall clearly witness absolutely Magnificent Scientific/Mathematic
that our One and Only LORD
due to

Signs

ALLAH has created, from the very beginning,

HIS most essential Word and Promise,

in this respect, here:
=========================
49 Certainly,

We have created all things (=kulla shayin)

(=i.e. thus also and especially, the "Earth" and the whole "Universe," from the very beginning,
in this most specific respect here = (13/41 & 21/44) (51/47)
based upon a PreciseMEASURE

(=biQaderin)

(which is essentially "19" coded, from the very beginning, here =74/2630)

53 So,

We will show them Our Signs (=Ayatina)

(which are specifically "19" coded again here =74/2630,

31)

in the horizons (=i.e. thus also and especially, within the "Earth" and the whole "Universe," from the very beginning,
in this most specific respect now again here = (13/41 & 21/44) (51/47)
and also within their selves/souls,
until it becomes perfectly clear to them that this is absolutely The
Is it not Enough that your LORD is

Truth.

Witness over all things.

QURAN TESTAMENT 54/49 = 41/53
=========================
So now, let us clearly see here these most Fundamental and important
(basically identical) two Verses,

(basically identical) two Verses,
throughout the whole QURAN
first of all, now here thus:

TESTAMENT, in this respect above,

==========
41 Do they not see that We come to "the Earth"
and "reduce it" (=nanqusuha) from its (polar)ends (=atrafiha).
.........
44 ...... Will they not see that We come to "the Earth"
and "reduce it" (=nanqusuha) from its (polar)ends (=atrafiha).
.........

QURAN TESTAMENT,
Chapter No. 13, Verse No.
==========

41 &

Chapter No.

21, Verse No. 44

So, due to its specific shape, rotational speed and gravity, from the very beginning,
and also some other physical phenomena therein as well,
the polar radius (=i.e. direct distance from south or north pole
to the inner center of "the Earth" is =

6356.8 km

(*so we will take it into account here in round number rightfully as =

6357 km)

and it is thus specifically in a "reduced" (and continues to be further "reduced" in long periods of time) state,
relative to that equatorial radius (=i.e. direct distance from west or east sphere
to the inner center of "the Earth" which is =

6378.1 km

(*so we will take it into account here in round number rightfully as =

6378 km),

___________________________________________________
*So please, absolutely note that
north or/and south polar radius is thus about "21" km reduced state
relative to that west or/and east equatorial radius above
= (6378

 6357

=

"21" km),

due to the Fact that our LORD

ALLAH thus specifically reduces our Earth

from its (polar)ends (=atrafiha)
(by flattening out those lands on north or/and south polarregions therein,
especially due to the rotation speed of the Earth, even from the very beginning, therein)
as it has strongly been emphasized in those most Essential and important
(basically identical) two Verses,
in this respect above, in the whole QURAN TESTAMENT, in the very first place,
___________________________________________________

by this most Wise and perfect "Creation Design" of our One and Only LORD

ALLAH,

from the very beginning.
http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/factsheet/earthfact.html
http://www.universetoday.com/37120/radiusoftheplanets/

So now, here are those most specific two "Chapter  Verse" Numbers above, in which
the specifically "reduced" (polar)ends of "the Earth"

the specifically "reduced" (polar)ends of "the Earth"
has thus strongly been emphasized by our Supreme
above (="13

41"

&

LORD therein

"21 44")

now here, together with that
most specific polar "radius" of "the Earth" above (=6357 km),
and then also together with that
most specific equatorial "radius" of "the Earth" above (=6378 km),
in this "Most AWESOME" & "Most WONDROUS" perfect orders,
now here thus:

All Praise

All Praise

is to

is to

ALLAH
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to the inner center
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ALLAH
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by all of these absolutely Most Superb and matchless
perfect "Creation Designs" of our

Supreme LORD

(=17/88)

here again (72/28 = 78/29), from the very beginning!
V
V
V
V
=========================
28 ... for HE has encompassed all that is with them,
and

HE has preciselycalculated/counted (=ahsaa) all things (=kulla shayin)

(=i.e. thus also and especially,
that most specific polar radius of the Earth above, which is in reduced state therein (=6357 km)
and that most specific equatorial radius of the Earth above, which is in nonreduced state therein (=6378 km)
from the very beginning)
as/in "Numbers" (="Adadan")!

VVV
29 For We have preciselycalculated/counted (=ahsaynahu) all things (=kulla shayin)
(=i.e. thus also and especially,
these most specific two "Chapter  Verse" Numbers above (="13
in which

41"

&

"21 44")

this most specific polar radius of the Earth, which is in reduced state therein (=6357 km)
and this most specific equatorial radius of the Earth, which is in nonreduced state therein (=6378 km)
have thus strongly been indicated and emphasized, from the very beginning)
as/in a "SCRIPTURE" (="KITABAN" )!
(specifically, based upon Number

QURAN TESTAMENT

"19" again,

from the very beginning, here =74/2630,

72/28 = 78/29

=========================

continues in the next post
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So now, let us also clearly see here this most Fundamental and important
one Verse, throughout the whole QURAN
in this respect above,
first of all, now here thus:

TESTAMENT,

==========
47 And "the Sky" (=i.e. "whole Universe"),
and certainly,

We constructed it with Might,

We are "VastlyExpanding (it)." (=LaMusioona).

QURAN TESTAMENT,
Chapter No. 51, Verse No.
==========

47)

So, when our "Universe" came into existence after Big Bang,
by this most Awesome and perfect Commandment of our LORD

ALLAH therein (=6/73),

it is "vastlyexpanding" in accelerating rate (=increasing its speed in each moment) ever since,
as it has thus clearly and strongly been indicated in the above Verse, from the very beginning;
and now, according to some recent most precise Scientific measurements, it is expanding
at a rate of 73.02 plus or minus 1.79 kilometers per second per megaparsec
(*a megaparsec is about 3 million lightyears) and is expected thus to continue
also to steadily accelerate towards the future.
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/cosmicspeedmeasurementsuggestsdarkenergymystery/
*So, due to the fact that
it is not an absolutely determined value, but actually may thus vary between

73.02

 1.79 = 71.23 kilometers
per second per megaparsec,
and/to

73.02 + 1.79 = 74.81 kilometers
per second per megaparsec,

we will take it into account here in round number rightfully as
=

"74" km

per second per megaparsec,
as a perfect "starting point of Measurement," for/in this
due to the Fact that
this most Superb and matchless Miracle

Final Age now,

"19" is clearly foretold

exactly in Chapter No.

"74" in QURAN TESTAMENT

for all humanity, for/in this

Final Age now, from the very beginning,

and we will also take into account

"99" km (=i.e. maximum "twodigit number" speed

it may eventually reach, by the Commandment/Permission of our LORD

ALLAH,

for/in the foreseeable future)
together with this most specific "Chapter  Verse" Number above,
in which this "vastlyexpanding" nature of our whole Universe
has thus specifically been emphasized by our

Supreme LORD therein

above (="51

47"), from the very beginning,

in this "Most
now here thus:

AWESOME" & "Most WONDROUS" perfect orders again,
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by all of these absolutely Most Superb and matchless
perfect "Creation Designs" of our

Supreme LORD

(=17/88)

here again (72/28 = 78/29), from the very beginning!
V
V
V
V
=========================
28 ... for HE has encompassed all that is with them,
and

HE has preciselycalculated/counted (=ahsaa) all things (=kulla shayin)

(=i.e. thus also and especially,
that most specific expansion rate of our Universe
=

73.02 plus or minus 1.79 kilometers

per second per megaparsec

that have thus Scientifically been measured (in such a specific Range above) for/in this Final Age now)
as/in "Numbers" (="Adadan")!

VVV
29 For We have preciselycalculated/counted (=ahsaynahu) all things (=kulla shayin)
(=i.e. thus also and especially,
that most specific expansion rate of our Universe
=

73.02 plus or minus 1.79 kilometers

per second per megaparsec

that have thus Scientifically been measured (in such a specific Range above) for/in this Final Age now,

QURAN TESTAMENT in this most specific
"Chapter  Verse" Number above (="51 47"), from the very beginning)
as it has clearly and strongly been indicated in

as/in a "SCRIPTURE" (="KITABAN" )!
(specifically, based upon Number

"19" again,

from the very beginning, here =74/2630,

31)

QURAN TESTAMENT

72/28 = 78/29

=========================
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==========
41 Do they not see that We come to "the Earth"
and "reduce it" (=nanqusuha) from its (polar)ends (=atrafiha)
(as we have clearly and unmistakably witnessed it above, for/in this Final Age now).
For (when)
For HE is

ALLAH judges there is none that could repel HIS Judgment.

Most Efficient/Swift in Reckoning!

42 And those before them had schemed (unto/against the Messengers/ MESSAGES of ALLAH),
and to

ALLAH belongs the ultimate Scheming (unto/against them =40/56).

HE knows what every soul earns; so the rejecters will come to know to whom is the final Abode. (=13/1924)
43 But those who reject will say: You are not a Messenger/ MESSAGE (sent by ALLAH).

ALLAH Suffices as a Witness between me and you;
and those who have the "19" coded Knowledge of the Scripture (here =74/2630, 31).
Say:

____________________________________________________________________________________

*So please, certainly see this long awaited and anticipated "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,"
for/in this Final Age now,

which has thus clearly and unmistakably been foretold
in TORAH and GOSPEL and ZABOOR and QURAN, from the very beginning,
right here now:
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id180.html
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id182.html
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id181.html
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id183.html
____________________________________________________________________________________

44 Indeed,

We have provided for these people and their parents, until (their) lifetime

grew longer for them (=i.e. thus humans may live much longer than their grand and

grew longer for them (=i.e. thus humans may live much longer than their grand and
grand grand parents now, in general.)
So, will they still not see that We come to "the Earth"
and "reduce it" (=nanqusuha) from its (polar)ends (=atrafiha)
(as we have clearly and unmistakably witnessed it above, for/in this Final Age now).
So can they ever be Prevailers (unto/against

Us)?

45 Say: I am warning you with the Inspiration (here =43/4344).
But the deaf (still) do not hear the Call when they are being warned.
46 So, when/if a trace of the Retribution of your LORD (=a most specific reference also and especially
to this anticipated Retribution of SMOKE =44/1011 and those dreadful Heavenly

Requitals thereafter,

here in this case =44/1016 in this Final Age now) touches them (in the near Future), they will say:

"Woe to us, we have been wicked!"

QURAN TESTAMENT, 13/4143 & 21/4446
==========
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====================
24 And he (=i.e. a disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person) said:
This (QURAN) is nothing except an ancient Magic.
25 This is nothing except a (fabricated) Saying of a humanbeing.
26 (

ALLAH said): So (now) I will get him into Uprooter

(thereby thus to absolutely prove to him and to the whole World that

QURAN is definitely Not a manmade Message,
as that disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person erroneously claimed, in the first place, above,
but it is absolutely most Superb and matchless

Word of ALLAH here =17/88)

27 So what made you know what an Uprooter.
28 It does not letlast (but eliminates those minor fractions (=6356. 8 & 6378. 1 )
here in this respect now from/on the left side of our Tables (e.g.) specifically within that very first Case) above

and It does not letstay (but excludes those minor fractions again (=6356. 8 & 6378. 1 )
here in this respect now from/on the right side of our Tables (e.g.) specifically within that very first Case) again above
29 (Thereby, it presents) Tables (as/in all of those "Absolutely Awesome and Perfect Conclusions,"
due to/on that
most Magnificent and essential first Case (=i.e. "reduced Earth from its polarends"),
and thereafter, also due to/on that
most Magnificent and essential second Case (=i.e. "expanding Universe in all four directions")
"for/on the left sides & for/on the right sides" above) for all humanity.
30 Upon it (there shall be)

"19"

31 ...... And "It" (=i.e. that "Uprooter" again, as perfectly pointed out
in the above 2430th Verses) is but a "Commemoration" (="Dhikraa") for all humanity.
*****
49 And from all things We have created
thus also and especially, for/on the left side & for/on the right side
also here in this respect above
as/in

"pairs" (=i.e.
up/in North

reduced Earth

&

reduced Earth
down/in South

Upwards

expanding Universe

&

expanding Universe
Downwards

that perhaps you may "takeCommemoration" (="taDhakkaroona") thus especially,
based upon that

"19" coded "Commemoration" (="Dhikraa")

in the above Verse, here again, in the very first place!

(=QURAN

TESTAMENT

74/2430, 31 =

"19"

&

^
51/49 =

"pairs" &

====================

Remain in peace/salaam.

"Commemoration"

^

(="Dhikraa")

^

"takeCommemoration" (="taDhakkaroona")
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